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Abstract. Whispering-gallery �WG� modes in photonic microdevices
made of dielectric circularly planar resonators are analyzed. The wave
equation is solved by using the method of separation of variables based
on the eigenvalue technique. The resonant frequency at an azimuthal
mode is decided by iteration using the bisection method based on the
continuity conditions at the resonator peripheral boundary. The radial
mode is determined by the critical points of the field intensity profile in
the radial direction via the first derivative test. The resonance frequen-
cies as well as the E-field distributions in two exemplary small resonators
are presented for a variety of modes. Comparison with numerical predic-
tions is conducted, and a good agreement is found. The geometric optics
method is found inappropriate for small resonators. © 2009 Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3213247�
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Introduction

he concept of whispering-gallery �WG� modes was first
ntroduced by Lord Rayleigh in 1910 to elucidate why
ound waves travel more efficiently along the inside wall of

circularly shaped structure.1 WG dielectric resonator
odes were found to be important for millimeter wave and
icrowave integrated circuits2–4 because of their low loss

nd compact structure. When WG modes occur in the op-
ical wavelength range, the resonator size can be shrunk to
he micrometer level. In 1961, Garrett et al.5 at Bell Labs
eported the observation of optical WG modes in spherical
aF2 particles doped with Sm++ that were illuminated by a
igh-pressure xenon flashtube. In 1987, Braginsky and
lchenko6 generated high-Q optical WG modes in fused-
ilica micro spheres. After that, ultra-high-Q ��109� has
een reported for microresonators in the literature.7,8 In re-
ent years, optical WG phenomena and microresonators
ave received increasing attention due to their high poten-
ials in experimental cavity quantum electrodynamics,9,10

requency stabilization,11 microlasers,12,13 and
icrosensors,14–16 to name a few.
The extraordinary demand for integrated techniques and

iniaturization presents a major challenge to the informa-
ion and semiconductor technology society. Nowadays, it is
easible to consider WG modes in fine and uniform devices
aving physical dimensions at micro- and nanometer
cales. For example, Zhang et al.17 built an InGaAsP mi-
rolaser with a ring cavity of 4.5 �m in diameter and a
uring waveguide of 0.4 �m in width. Krioukov et al.18

onsidered integrated microcavities for enhanced
vanescent-wave spectroscopy. Waveguide and semicon-
uctor nanofabrication techniques enable mass production

932-5150/2009/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
. Micro/Nanolith. MEMS MOEMS 033060-
of compactly integrated and robust lab-on-a-chip WG mode
devices. Most such devices have planar structures like
rings17 or disks.19

Analytical tools are in great demand for guiding the de-
sign of opto-MEMS/NEMS resonators and devices. Optical
WG modes are rigorously governed by Maxwell electro-
magnetic �EM� theory. The geometric optics method20 can
be used only for roughly estimating some simple WG
modes or for modes of very large mode number. Numerical
approaches are approximate although they take advantages
in characterizing complex systems19 and can be utilized to
investigate problems such as the submicrometer gap
effects21 and the interactions of single transparent mol-
ecules with a resonator.22 Nevertheless, analytical methods
give exact pictures to physical essentials.

Several analytical or semianalytical approaches2–4,23–25

have been developed for resonance characteristics of di-
electric disk resonators or small particles. Vedrenne and
Arnaud2 proposed a method for the determination of the
resonant frequencies of WG modes for millimeter waves.
This method, based on solving the eigenvalue equation of a
circular dielectric rod for different propagation constants,
gives accurate resonant frequencies for resonators of large
diameter. However, Jiao et al.3 pointed out that this method
failed to predict resonances at higher frequencies for reso-
nators of small diameter. Instead, they proposed a model3

for millimeter waves in resonators, in which a modal caus-
tic circle inside the resonator must be estimated using a ray
optics technique or by solving the differential Bessel equa-
tion. Hwang et al.4 considered resonator coupling with an
external circuit. They approximated the peripheral part of a
resonator as a waveguide by finding the modal caustic line
inside and solved the coupled transmission equation, rather
than the wave equation. Recently, the perturbation theory
was also adopted for finding the resonance frequency
shifts,23 but not for predicting the exact resonant frequen-
cies. According to the Lorentz-Mie theory, the scattering of
Jul–Sep 2009/Vol. 8�3�1
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n EM plane wave in a homogeneous sphere or cylinder
an be described by the wave equation that can be solved
y using the method of separation of variables. The solu-
ion involves the Ricatti-Bessel functions in spherical
oordinates24 and the general Bessel functions in cylindri-
al coordinates.25

In this article, we analyze optical WG modes in planar
icro resonators in photonic devices through the solution

f the wave equation via the eigenvalue technique. The
igenvalues represent feasible WG azimuthal modes. The
esonator is very small; resonators of 2 �m and 10 �m in
iameter, respectively, are considered as two examples. It is
ot necessary to determine a modal caustic line inside the
esonator as in some previously mentioned analytical ap-
roaches. Thus, we need to consider only boundary condi-
ions at the resonator perimeter. The solution is then very
imple and efficient. After that, the iterative bisection
ethod is employed for finding the resonant frequencies

hat satisfy the continuity condition of the first-order de-
ivative at the resonator boundary. Last, the radial mode is
etermined by the critical points of the field intensity pro-
le in the radial direction via the first derivative test. The
nalytical results are compared with the simulations by the
nite element method. The accuracy of the geometric opti-
al method in small resonators is examined.

Mathematical Formulation
axwell’s equations can be written as

� Ê = −
�B̂

�t
, �1a�

� Ĥ = J̄ +
�D̂

�t
, �1b�

· D̂ = � , �1c�

· B̂ = 0, �1d�

here Ê is the electric field intensity, D̂ the electric dis-

lacement, Ĥ the magnetic field intensity, B̂ the magnetic

ux density, J̄ the current density, and � the electric charge
ensity. For dielectric and isotropic media, �=0, J=0, and

he two constitutive relationships are D̂=�Ê and B̂=�Ĥ.
ere, �=�r�0 and �=�r�0; �0 and �0 are the permittivity

nd permeability of vacuum, respectively; and �r and �r are
he material’s relative permittivity and relative permeabil-
ty, respectively.

The wave equation for Ê can be obtained from the Max-
ell equations as

2Ê = ��
�2Ê

�t2 . �2�

et us consider a harmonic solution Ê= Ē exp�j�t� and in-
roduce the wave number k=����= �� /c0���r=2�n /�0.
ere, n is the refractive index of material, and � is the
0

. Micro/Nanolith. MEMS MOEMS 033060-
wavelength in free space. The wave equation is simplified
as the Helmholtz equation as follows:

�2Ē + k2Ē = 0. �3�

Similarly, we can obtain the wave equation for the mag-
netic field.

Consider a planar disk resonator and its coordinates sys-
tem, as shown in Fig. 1. For TE-polarized waves that
propagate only in the x-y plane, the E-field has only the z
component, Ez, and the scalar Helmholtz wave equation in
the two-dimensional �2-D� disk is then written as

�2Ez

�r2 +
1

r

�Ez

�r
+

1

r2

�2Ez

�	2 + k2Ez = 0. �4�

To solve the preceding equation, we assume a separation in
the form

Ez = R�r�
�	� , �5�

and introduce a separation variable m. Then, Eq. �4� is
separated into two ordinary differential equations:


� + m2
 = 0, �6a�

R� +
1

r
R� + �k2 −

m2

r2 �R = 0. �6b�

By choosing a proper reference line from which angle 	
is measured, the solutions of 
 are


m�	� = Am cos�m	�, m = 1,2,3 . . . , �7�

where dummy constants Am are to be determined together
with the solutions of Eq. �6b�. The eigenvalues of the sepa-
ration variable m are actually the feasible azimuthal mode
number. Since there is a maximum and a minimum for the
curve cos�	� because 	 is the azimuthal angle varying be-
tween 0 and 2�, the value m in cos�m	� of Eq. �7� indicates
the number of field maxima and minima in the azimuthal
direction in the disk plane.

There are two solutions for Eq. �6b�. For EM waves
inside the resonator, i.e., if r�a, where a is the physical
radius of the disk resonator, we have

r, x

a

θ

Resonator, ki Medium,
ko

z

y

r, x

a

θ

Resonator, ki Medium,
ko

z

y

Fig. 1 The planar resonator and its coordinates.
Jul–Sep 2009/Vol. 8�3�2
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i�r� = CmJm�kir� , �8�

here Cm is a real constant. For EM waves outside the
esonator, i.e., if r�a, the solution for Eq. �6b� is the real
art of

o�r� = R�DmHm�kor�� , �9�

here the Hankel function can be either of the first kind or
f the second kind and is defined as Hm�x�
Jm�x�� iYm�x�. The coefficient Dm is a complex constant,
epending on the type of the Hankel function. ki and ko
enote the wave numbers in and out of the resonator, re-
pectively.

By applying the continuity boundary condition at r=a,

i�a� = Ro�a� , �10a�

.e.,

mJm�kia� = R�DmHm�koa�� , �10b�

e can correlate Dm with Cm as

m = Cm
Jm�kia�

Jm�koa� � iYm�koa�
. �11�

quation �9� can then be rewritten as

o�r� = CmJm�kia�
Jm�koa�Jm�kor� + Ym�koa�Ym�kor�

Jm
2 �koa� + Ym

2 �koa�
. �12�

The general eigenfunctions of Ez, which can be inter-
reted as the possible spatial WG modes, are then the prod-
cts of the solutions for 
 and R as follows:

For ra,

zm�r,	� = GmJm�kir�cos�m	� . �13a�

or r�a,

zm�r,	� = GmJm�kia�
Jm�koa�Jm�kor� + Ym�koa�Ym�kor�

Jm
2 �koa� + Ym

2 �koa�

�cos�m	� , �13b�

here m=1,2 ,3. . ., and Gm is the product of Am and Cm.
Further consider the continuity condition of the first-

rder derivative of Ez with respect to r at the boundary �r
a�:

�dRi

dr
�

r=a

= �dRo

dr
�

r=a

. �14�

t follows that

niJm� �kia�
noJm�koa�

=
Jm�koa�Jm� �koa� + Ym�koa�Ym� �koa�

Jm
2 �koa� + Ym

2 �koa�
, �15�

n which ni and no are the refractive indices of the materials
n and out of the resonator, respectively. This boundary
ondition is then utilized for finding the possible resonance
avelengths for a WG mode m via the iterative bisection
ethod.
. Micro/Nanolith. MEMS MOEMS 033060-
Now, we need one more condition to determine where
the radial component of the E-field peaks and valleys for
the obtained resonance wavelengths. Since WG modes are
confined inside a resonator, we need to calculate only

�Ez

�r
= 0, for r � a . �16�

From Jm� �kir�=0, we obtain the following equation for find-
ing the radial positions of critical points including maxima
and minima:

kirJm−1�kir� − mJm�kir� = 0. �17�

The number of the critical points represents the radial
mode number l of a resonator. The wavelength �lm obtained
from mode m and used for determining mode l is the reso-
nance wavelength for a specified WG mode �l ,m�.

Table 1 List of the resonance wavelengths of the 2-�m-diam reso-
nator at various first-order �i.e., l=1� WG modes.

Mode m Resonance �0 �nm� FSR �nm�

1 5629.1504
2053.7598

2 3575.3906
926.9531

3 2648.4375
548.999

4 2099.4385
353.2959

5 1746.1426
248.6634

6 1497.4792
184.5153

7 1312.9639
142.4164

8 1170.5475
113.2828

9 1057.2647
92.3737

10 964.8910
76.8642

11 888.0268
65.032

12 822.9948
55.7975

13 767.1973
48.4423

14 718.7550
42.4827

15 676.2723
37.5815

16 638.6908
33.4985

17 605.1923
30.0585

18 575.1338
27.1316

19 548.0022
24.6191

20 523.3831
22.4456

21 500.9375
20.5518

22 480.3857
Jul–Sep 2009/Vol. 8�3�3
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Results and Discussion
ow let us analyze the resonance modes of two exemplary
isk/cylinder resonators made of silicon nitride �Si3N4� and
xposed to the ambient air. The reported refractive index of
ilicon nitride varies in a very small range against optical
avelength, and for simplicity, we assume that it is a con-

tant at 2.01. The refractive index of air is unity. Table 1
ists the analyzed resonance wavelengths of such a resona-
or of 2 �m in diameter �i.e., a=1 �m� for various first-
rder �l=1� azimuthal modes. The resonance modes were
btained using the iteration and bisection methods through
olving Eq. �15�. The free spectral range �FSR� is the wave-
ength difference between two successive resonance modes.

ith increasing azimuthal mode number m, it is found that
oth the resonance wavelength and FSR decrease. Accord-
ng to the geometric optics, 2�a	m�0 /ni. Apparently, this
elationship does not hold for small resonators like the
resent resonator of 2 �m in diameter in the optical wave-
ength range considered. For instance, at mode m=22,
�0 /ni=5.25795, while 2�a=6.28319.
Figure 2 shows the E-field distributions for four differ-

nt azimuthal mode numbers at the radial mode l=1. The
ark broken circle in the map marks the physical boundary
f the resonator �a=1 �m�. At small modes like the cases
=2 and 4, it is seen that the E-fields are not well confined

nside the resonator and energy leakage is very obvious.
ith increasing m, the E-field confinement becomes better.
t large azimuthal modes like the case m=16, the majority
f the E-field is confined in a small boundary region inside

ig. 2 The E-field distributions of different azimuthal mode numbers
=16.
. Micro/Nanolith. MEMS MOEMS 033060-
the resonator. However, the center of the maxima and
minima in the E-field contours is still not very close to the
resonator perimeter. This is why the preceding geometric
optics relationship does not sustain.

The radial profiles of the normalized Ez for various
modes of the resonator of 2 �m in diameter are shown in
Fig. 3. It is confirmed that with increasing azimuthal mode
number, more energy will be confined in a very thin layer
inside the resonator surface and less energy will leak out
from the resonator. This indicates that the quality factor Q
should increase with increasing WG mode order. In order to
realize high-Q resonances, shorter wavelength can be em-

1 for the 2-�m-diam resonator: �a� m=2; �b� m=4; �c� m=8; and �d�

0.0E+00

2.0E-01

4.0E-01

6.0E-01

8.0E-01

1.0E+00

1.2E+00

0.00E+00 5.00E-07 1.00E-06 1.50E-06
Radius (m)

N
or
m
al
iz
ed
E
z

m = 2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,22

Fig. 3 The radial profile of the normalized Ez at various azimuthal
modes for the 2-�m-diam resonator.
with l=
Jul–Sep 2009/Vol. 8�3�4
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loyed for excitation because the resonance wavelength de-
reases with increasing n, as shown in Table 1.

Figure 4 shows the E-field distributions corresponding to
a� the 2-�m-diam resonator with m=12 at the analyzed
esonance wavelength of 822.9948 nm and �b� the
0-�m-diam resonator with m=72 at the predicted reso-
ance wavelength of 801.7479 nm, respectively. Although
he resonance wavelengths for the two different resonators
re close, the resonator with large diameter has much better
-field confinement inside the resonator, and thus, it should
ave better mode quality than the small resonator. How-
ver, the geometric optics approximation for the
0-�m-diam resonator at mode m=72 is still not proper,
ecause m�0 /ni=28.71933, while 2�a=31.41593.

Figure 5 shows the Ez radial profiles for the 2-�m-diam
esonator working at the WG azimuthal mode m=12 and
adial modes l=1 and 2, respectively. The analyzed reso-
ance wavelength �lm is 822.9948 nm for mode l=1; and it
s 656.1893 nm for mode l=2. It is seen that there is only
ne peak in the Ez radial profile for mode l=1. For mode
=2, there are two critical points: one maximum inside and
ne minimum close to the resonator perimeter. The abso-
ute intensity of the maximum is larger than that of the
inimum. The E-field distribution for the WG mode �l=2,
=12� is further plotted in Fig. 6. Clearly, it is observed

hat there are two resonant rings inside the resonator, and
he resonance of the inner ring is stronger.

Fig. 4 The E-field distributions of �a� the 2-�m-diam resonator at m

Fig. 5 The radial profile of E for the 2-�m-diam reso
z

. Micro/Nanolith. MEMS MOEMS 033060-
Last, the analytical predictions are compared with the
numerical results. The finite element method �FEM� was
used for simulating the resonance modes in our previous
studies.19,21 Table 2 compares the analytically and numeri-
cally predicted resonance frequencies for the resonator of
diameter 2 �m. In the numerical simulation, a light-
delivery straight waveguide of width 0.5 �m is coupled to
the resonator with a 1-�m gap.21 From Table 2, it is seen
that the relative error between the analytical and the nu-
merical predictions is 0.141% for mode m=8, in which the
resonance wavelength �around 1.17 �m� is longer than the
gap and the existence of waveguide may affect the reso-
nance frequency. For mode m=10, the resonance wave-
length is slightly shorter than the gap, and the relative error
drops to 0.081%. Numerically obtained resonance under
the asymptotic limit �i.e., when the gap is larger than the
resonance wavelength� should be very close to the intrinsic
resonance of a resonator. In Table 2, it is seen that for all
modes greater than 10, the resonance wavelengths are
shorter than the preset gap, and the predictions between the
analytical and numerical approaches are very close, within
a range of relative error less than 0.02%. For example, the
numerically obtained resonance wavelength at azimuthal
mode 12 is 822.964 nm, and the corresponding analytical
value is 822.9948 nm. Hence, the present method can give
an accurate evaluation on the resonance modes for
microresonator-based devices.

1, m=12 and �b� the 10-�m-diam resonator at mode l=1, m=72.

� for mode l=1, m=12, and �b� for mode l=2, m=12.
ode l=
nator �a
Jul–Sep 2009/Vol. 8�3�5
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Conclusions
nalyses of whispering-gallery modes are made of solving

he wave equation by the method of separation of variables.
easible and appropriate boundary conditions are estab-

ished for closing the solutions. Analytical formulations are
erived. The iterative bisection method is utilized for iden-
ifying the resonance frequencies/wavelengths. Using this
ethod, the resonance wavelengths as well as the E-field

eak and valley locations in the radial direction can be
asily and precisely determined. This method does not re-
uire the knowledge of a modal caustic line inside a reso-
ator; only boundary conditions at the resonator perimeter
re needed. Thus, it is very simple and efficient for small
esonators.

The results of a variety of resonance modes for the reso-
ator 2 �m in diameter are presented. It is found that the
esonance spectrum of the resonator is not uniformly dis-

ig. 6 The E-field distribution for the 2-�m-diam resonator at mode
=2, m=12.

able 2 Resonant frequency comparison between the analytical
nd numerical predictions for the 2-�m-diam resonator.

Mode m

Resonance wavelength �0 �nm�
Relative error

�%�Analytical Numerical

8 1170.5475 1168.90 0.141

10 964.8910 964.110 0.081

12 822.9948 822.964 0.004

14 718.7550 718.709 0.006

16 638.6908 638.638 0.008

18 575.1338 575.067 0.010

20 523.3831 523.2915 0.018

22 480.3857 480.2722 0.003
. Micro/Nanolith. MEMS MOEMS 033060-
tributed. The E-field leakage out of the resonator is a con-
cern at small azimuthal modes. With increasing resonator
size and azimuthal mode number, the E-field will be better
confined in a thin layer inside the resonator surface. How-
ever, the geometric optics method is not appropriate for
small resonators. Even for the 10-�m-diam resonator at a
large resonance mode m=72, it is found that the geometric
optics equality does not hold. The analytical predictions are
compared with the numerical results based on the FEM
simulation. An excellent agreement between the two ap-
proaches is found. It should be noticed that the current
analysis is much more efficient than the FEM, because the
iteration for finding a resonance frequency in the analytical
method is based on the simple Eq. �15� that requires only a
few CPU minutes to complete, while the iteration in the
FEM is based on thousnads of times of the solution of the
wave equation in the whole geometry, and such an iterative
process may take several to dozens of CPU hours.
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